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Goals for today’s meeting 

Work on template/draft 

recommendation 

Discuss next problem area 

Next Step 
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GOALS FOR TODAY’S MEETING  

Finalize theory of action, 
policy proposal, and/or draft 

recommendation 

Determine the characteristics 
of community engagement 

processes around OCS  

Determine next steps 
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RECAP OF JULY TASK FORCE MEETING 

Discussed the possible categories for DC’s 
Strategic Citywide Analysis (SCA).  

Determined that the purpose of the analyses 
conducted in the SCA would be to put together a 
picture of what the city needs via different 
analyses rather than to assign weights to certain 
analyses in order to rate schools.  

Discussed the importance of looking at schools 
individually when conducting analyses of where 
schools draw students, given citywide and out -of-
boundary seats.  

 Identified several different analyses that should be 
included (analysis to identify gaps in travel time, 
transportation, etc.)  
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Gathering information, 
discussion, analysis Recommendations 

REVIEW: MOVING FROM DISCUSSION TO 

RECOMMENDATION 

Frame 

ideas in 

template 



REVIEW: SAMPLE REPORT LANGUAGE,  

EXAMPLE FROM CHARLOTTE-MECKLENBURG  



REVIEW: SAMPLE REPORT LANGUAGE, MID -YEAR 

MOBILIT Y  

Task Force’s 

original 

recommendation 

“Loftier” 

language 

stemming 

from theory of 

action 



CONTINUED: AGREEING 

ON DEFINITION OF 

PROBLEM AND THEORY 

OF ACTION 



 

 

WORKING GROUP: PROCESS FOR 

DEVELOPING RECOMMENDATIONS 

Discuss the Principles and 

Goals related to the Working 

Group’s subject area 

Define (and refine) 

the problem we 

want to solve 

Ask probing questions about what 

we know now; brainstorm theories 

of action; determine what further 

information we need 

Develop and 

discuss possible 

policy solutions 

Formulate recommendations 
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•Data: Lack of shared information at the 

neighborhood and citywide levels so LEAs and 

agencies are unable to plan strategically 

•Community Input: Lack of meaningful community 

engagement and input into the planning process 

• Timing: Little to no advance notice so other sector 

can plan when other sector opens, closes, or locates. 

•Transparency: Lack of readily available information 

and communication across sectors, with LEAs, and 

with the public 

  

Public/community 

perspective of the problem 
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REVISED COMMON DATA AND ANALYSES TEMPLATE  



COMMUNITY 

ENGAGEMENT 
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•Data: Lack of shared information at the 

neighborhood and citywide levels so LEAs and 

agencies are unable to plan strategically 

•Community Input: Lack of meaningful community 

engagement and input into the planning process 

• Timing: Little to no advance notice so other sector 

can plan when other sector opens, closes, or locates. 

•Transparency: Lack of readily available information 

and communication across sectors, with LEAs, and 

with the public 

  

Public/community 

perspective of the problem 
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Principles & characteristics of 
community engagement 

around OCS 

Current processes 
of community 

engagement around 
OCS (both sectors) 

Theory of action & 
potential policy 

solutions 



 What should the community engagement process around 

opening, closing, and siting schools look like?  

 What are the principles that should guide this process?  

 What are the characteristics of this process? 
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DISCUSSION 
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NEXT STEPS 


